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Abst ract 
Many works have been carried out to improve 
search efficiency in CSPs, but few of them 
treated the semantics of the constraints. In 
this paper, we expose some properties of two 
classes of constraints, functional and bijective 
constraints: we first present conditions under 
which arc and path consistencies are sufficient 
to guarantee the existence of a bactrack free 
solution; we then exhibit classes of polynomial 
problems, and finally we propose a new method 
of decomposition for problems containing func
tional or bijective constraints. An interesting 
point in this method is that the resolution com
plexity is known prior to the search. 

1 In t roduc t ion 
Improving search efficiency of Constraint Satisfaction 
Problems (CSPs) is one of the main goals of researchers 
in this domain. Their works can be classified into 
different approaches, like improving backtrack proce
dure [Haralick and Elliot, 1980; Dechter and Pearl, 
1988], or filtering methods (arc and path consisten
cies in particular) [Montanari, 1974; Mack worth, 1977; 
Mohr and Henderson, 1986]. Another approach is to 
characterize polynomial classes; they rely on structure of 
problems [Freuder, 1978] (leading to the presentation of 
new methods of decomposition [Dechter and Pearl, 1987; 
Dechter and Pearl, 1989; Jegou, 1990]) or on the size of 
their domains [Dechter, 1990]. Few works have been 
done on the semantics of the relations; recently, Deville 
and Van Hentenryck studied monotonic and functional 
constraints [ l99 l ] , Perlin [1992] factorable relations, and 
van Beek [1992] identified a class of problems for which 
the tasks of finding a solution or the corresponding min
imal network can both be solved efficiently. 

Yet, in real applications, constraints don't take on 
any form. In particular a kind of constraints is often 
used: functional ones (VLSI tests [Stallman and Suss-
man, 1977], peptide synthesis [Janssen et a/., 1990]). 

In this paper, we will study functional and bijective 
constraints (the relations defined by these constraints 
are respectively a function and a bijection). We will fo
cus on the properties of arc and path consistencies when 

applied to these constraints, presenting a class of poly
nomial problems and a method of decomposition. 

Section 2 presents definitions and preliminaries, sec
tion 3 and 4 expose results on functional and bijective 
constraints. 
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In other words, a CSP is arc consistent iff any value of 
any domain has at least one support for any constraint 
(and no domain is emp ty ) , and it is path consistent iff 
any tuple of any relat ion has at least one support in any 
domain. 

More generally, a CSP is k-consist tut if and only if 
any consistent, ins tant ia t ion of k — 1 variables may be 
extended in to any other variable to produce a consistent 
ins tant ia t ion of Ar variables. It is globally consistent if and 
only if it is k-consistent for any k f rom 1 to 77. For binary 
problems, arc and path consistencies are respectively 2 
and 3 consistencies. 

A CSP V is not necessarily arc or path consistent; 
it can in th is case be t ransformed into an equivalent 
prob lem Pc (i.e. it has the same solutions) by sup
pressing inconsistent values f rom the domains (arc con
sistency) or inconsistent tuples f rom the relations (path 
consistency); Pc is then called arc (path) consistent clo
sure of th is CSP V [Mon tanar i , 1974; Mack wor th , 1977; 
Mohr and Henderson, 1986]. Notice tha t achieving path 
consistency may mod i f y the constraint graph structure: 
some constraints may be induced instead of universal 
constraints (see F igure 1). 

Given a CSP, the question can be to f ind all solut ions, 
or one so lu t ion , or to know if there exists a so lut ion; this 

problem is known to be NP-complete. However, some 
po lynomia l classes have been exhib i ted, based upon the 
size of the domains [Dechter, 1990], or upon s t ructura l 
properties of the CSPs (w id th lower than the consis
tency degree of the CSP iFreuder, 1978]). S tudy ing these 
classes provides bounds to the search complexi ty, and de
composi t ion methods: cycle-cutset method [Dechter and 
Pearl, 1987], tree clustering [Dechter and Pearl, 1989], 
cyclic clustering [ jegou, 1990]. 

Our purpose in this paper is to characterize polyno
mia l classes, based upon the semantics of two kinds of 
constraints: funct ional and bi jective constraints; we also 
present a decomposit ion method improv ing search effi
ciency in problems contain ing funct ional or bi jective con
straints. 
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Figure 2: an exemple of a funct ional constraint 



Figure 3: r -compat ib le orders of a CSP and of i ts arc 
and path consistent, closure1 

1This is just an exemple of how achieving arc and path 
consistency may modify the constraint graph: the constraint 
C35 might as well have been induced. 
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they called them functional constraints 

Figure 5: are and path consistent closure of a CSP con
ta in ing bijective constraints 
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P r o o f : 
The first par t of the property is similar to property 3.5. 
]f P is bi ject ive, properties 4 8 and 4 7 respectively tell 
us that P is global ly consistent (so any variable is a 
root set), and that all domains have the same size d' 
The number of consistent instant iat ions of R is thus 
the size of any domain 

5 Conclusion 
We Presented in this paper some properties of arc and 
path consistencies for two classes of constraints, func-
t ional and bi ject ive constraints, and characterized poly
nomia l problems. We also proposed a decomposit ion 
method for these classes, based upon the semantics of 
the constraints. Yet, many works remain to be done 
about this subject: in par t icu lar , extending this work to 
non binary constraints, as well as s tudy ing other classes 
of constraints, like monofonic constraints lor instance. 
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